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MAIN GOALS

MOTIVATION
Catalonia, located at midlatitudes and in
the Western Mediterranean Basin exhibits
low and non-persistent correlations with the
main circulation patterns/indexes

Other approach to describe
synoptic variability is
needed

NAO/ SNAO
ENSO poor relation with
AO

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS...

1. Identification of the main synoptic
patterns affecting Catalonia

What meteorologial pattern is behind recent precipitation
and temperature monthly/seasonal anomalies ?

2. Summarise past climate
evolution and variability

Was the cold spell of February 2014 exceptional?

3. Providing information to the
Meteorological Bulletins and massmedia
4. Study of Climate Change

...

Are Mediterranean cyclogenesis or anticyclonic
regimes less frequent?
Was December 2015 the most anticyclonic month ever
recorded ?

Methodology
Step #1

SOM

Clustering

Step #2

U-MATRIX: metric used to split the SOM network into clusters

SOM: unsupervised neural learning method used to describe the climate variability

DATA: NCEP-NCAR reanalyses
Calibration PERIOD: 1948-2009
DOMAIN: [30ºN, 70ºN], [30ºW, 30ºE]
Initial VARIABLES: z500, z700, slp
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U-matrix plot. Each node is characterized by:
CONTOUR: Valley or mountain where a node is located
COLOUR: Cluster to whom a node belongs
NUMBER: number of days similar to this node
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MOTHER NODE: meteorological pattern representing several nodes
grouped into a cluster.
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Initial Filtering by geostrophic wind direction
at 700hPa
5.8% Eastern flow (45º < < 135º)
61.0% Western flow (225º < < 315º)
20.9% Northern flow (315º < < 45º)
12.0% Southern flow (135º < <
225º)

Step #3
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Example of SOM output network for daily slp fields of January
1948-2009

Density of states according to u/v at 700hPa
in the vertical of Catalonia

Clusters according to our criteria (respecting rare nodes)

Results

INTERANUAL VARIABILITY

LONG TERM VARIABILITY

The Synoptic classification is carried out for each month . Therefore, one pattern has its own
monthly fingerprint (interanual variability)
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Daily synoptic patterns from 1871-2008 are classified according to
the 32 weather types selected during the calibration period.
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slp pattern of January
Anticyclonic type 1

Eastern patterns
Western patterns
Northern patterns
Southern patterns
non-defined patterns (high/low pressure centered)

z500 and t850 pattern of
January Anticyclonic type 1

Winter (DJF) 1871-2008 West-1

Winter (DJF) 1871-2008 South-1

NORTH-8 WEATHER TYPE

WEST-1 WEATHER TYPE

K-means scatter plot. Each node is characterized by:
POINTS: node location in the space correlation vs
distance using mean monthly circulation as a reference.
MOTHER NODE: double circle mark representing nodes
with the same color

Winter (DJF) 1871-2008 East-1

Winter (DJF) 1871-2008 North-1

Interanual variability of West-1 pattern (western Mediterranean ridge). The
image shows the fingerprint in the case of z500hPa and t850 anomalies.

Interanual variability of North-8 pattern (cold european advection). The
image shows the daily fingerprint in the case of z850hPa and t850 anomalies.

SYNOP. CLASS. vs CLIMATE
Patterns of regional climate circulation are also well
captured in the developed synoptic classification
Febr. EOF-1 projection onto z500 anom.

Temporal evolution of anticiclonic patterns using the 20th century NCEP-NCAR
reanalyses .

SYNOPTIC INTERPRETATION
A polar plot facilitates the synoptic classification
interpretation of a period of interest.

July. EOF-1 projection onto z500 anoma.
Synoptic classification in October 2013

Number of situations for each synoptic type:

Polar Plot

NAO

SNAO

Febr. WEST-1 pattern of z500 and t500 anom. Febr. NORTH-8 pattern of z500 and t500 anom.
Dry October

Synoptic classification wet October

Wet October plot
Synoptic classification dry October

WEST-1

NORTH-8

Comparison between the NAO and SNAO z500 fingerprint and West-1 and
NORTH-8 pattern, respectively.

Precipitacion and temperature anomalies
in Catalonia in October 2013
.

Dry October plot

Conclusions
32 synoptic patterns affecting Catalonia have
been identified using the NCEP reanalyses from
1948 to 2009.
Each month was classified separately. Therefore, it
has been possible to obtain the interanual variability
of each weather pattern.
The temporal evolution of the number of each
weather type (1871-2008) reveals an increase of the
freqüency of anticyclonic situations during the last
decades.
The developed synoptic classification helps the
interpretation of temperature and precipitacion
anomalies in Catalonia.

